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Project Initiation Activities (PM 1.4 through PM 1.12) . /

1. Status: Project initiation was completed and all sub-contractors are engaged in
their work scopes.

2. Issues/Concerns: None

Year one Research Activities (Y-1. 1 through Y-1.11)

1. Status: The research activities have been underway. We have located a large
body of source material from aerospace, shipbuilding and manufacturing
businesses that is serving the basis for identifying improvement methodologies.
Our work on developing the three models proposed to capture the extent of the
improvement possibilities has been ongoing.

2. Issues/Concerns: None.
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I. High ~ Tokamaks

Perhaps the ideal tokamak would have big}] ~ (/3 ~1) and classical confinement.

Such a tokamak has not been found, and we do not know if one does exist. We have

searched for such a possibility, so far without success. In 1990, we obtained analytic

equilibrium solutions for large aspect ratio tokamaks at @ w 0(1) [1]. These solutions

and the extension at high /3 poloidal to finite aspect ratio [2] provided a basis for the

study of high /? tokamaks. We have shown that these configurations can be stable to

short scale MHD modes [3], and that they have reduced neoclassical transport [4].

Microinsta,bilities (such as the VTi mode) s~em to be stabilized at high ~ [5] — this is

due to the large local shear [3] and the magnetic well. We have some concerns about

modes associated with the compressional branch which may appear at high ~~ Bill

Dorland and Mike Kotschenreuther have studied this issue and our concerns may

be unfounded. It is certainly tantalizing, especially given the lowered neoclassical

transport values, that these configurations could have no microinstabilities and, one

could assume, no anomalous transport. Unfortunately, while this work is encouraging,

the key question for high ,B tokamaks is the stability to large scale kink modes. The

MHD /3 limit (Troyon limit) for kink modes at large aspect ratio is problematically

low. There is ample evidence from computations that the limit exists. However, it is

not known if stable equilibria exist at much higher ~ — none have been found. fie

have explored this question in the asymptotic high /3 poloidal limit. Unfortunately,

we are unable to fiE ‘ table equilibrium and also unable to show that they don’t

exist. The results of these calculations will be published when a more definitive

answer is found.

Results from START [7] and computations [8] show that high ,6 (> 40%) is

possible in spherical tokamaks. Some of the most exciting spherical tokamak con-

figurations (e. g., see Ref. 9) are in the high ~ poloidal regime (this ensures a good

bootstrap fraction), and the solutions have many of the characteristics of our asymp-

totic solutions. Our work should help the qualitative understanding of these regimes

in future machines such as NSTX. In the next section, we will discuss our proposed

research on spherical tokamaks.

Spherical tokamak reactors have severe engineering problems, and it is not clear

that these problems can be surmounted. Thus, it is prudent to seek methods to beat
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the kink /3 limit at large aspect ratio. We have calculated approximately the effect

of large poloidal rotation on the kink modes. At high /?, the kink mode is driven

by curvature and current in the bad curvature region — by rotating the plasma

poloidally the good and bad curvature regions are averaged and the mode stabilized.

In order for averaging to be achieved, the poloidal velocity VP must exceed ~/a,

J--)where ~ is the kink growth rate with Vp = O (roughly -y2 N ~ % , and a is the

minor radius. Generating such a flow in a tokamak is hard due to the damping by

magnetic pumping. If/3 can be raised, magnetic pumping will be reduced because for

most oft he surface B ~V [ B / = O. This rather speculative scenario for reaching high

@ will be tested (along with other ideas) in the Electric Tokamak being built by Bob

Taylor at UCLA. We will, of course, be involved in deciphering these’ experiments.

MHD is not a very good approximation at high ,/3where the equation of state becomes

important. It is thus necessary to include kinetic effects on stability calculations —

at least the Kruskal-Oberman terms. “‘ ‘ ,.,7 ‘I. e ,1 1

they are large and stabilizing. Clearly

take advantage of this extra stability.

we nave esumatea me size 01 tnese terms ana

in pursuing a stable high ~ tokamak, we might

.

II. Simulation Support

for calculating turbulence and transport iri aOne of the most advanced tools

tokamak is gyro-kinetic simulation. Rick Sydora working with John Dawson and

Viktor Decyk has developed :. full torus gyro-kinetic code that simulates the whole

tokamak. This code initially employed a simple circular flux surface equilibrium. We

developed (with Rick) a novel approach to implementing general axisymmetric ge-

ometry in the code [1O]. Numerically generated equilibria (e.g.’, a DIII-D equilibrium

fit) are expanded in Tchebyshev polynomials. A good fit can be obtained with a few

terms — typically 30 for a DIII-D equilibrium (see Fig. 1). The equilibrium can then

be stored on every processor of a massively parallel machine. thus saving message

passing time. The unperturbed particle motion can be solved accurately (in the mod-

elled field) so that, for instance, trapped particle orbits are closed. This method has

some advantages and disadvantages compared to codes that work in flux coordinates

[11]. One disadvantage is that the grid on which the electrostatic potential is solved

is rectangular and, therefore, does not align with the field lines. Since kll << kl,

this is inefficient. However, there are some distinct advantages to this method: it
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Fig.1 A typical D1lI-D tokamakequilibriais shown (black) superimposedupon a Tchebysbev approximationLO

theequilibria. For this plot, theTchebysbev series used 32 terms. The mean square norrnalizd error between the

Tchebyshev approximationandtheoriginaldatais -5 x 106.



can handle the x point and separatrix; the magnetic field is easily stored on individual

processors in massively parallel computers; and fast fourier transforms can be used

to solved the gyro-kinetic Poisson equation. The code has been developed [10] and

is now being used to look at the effect of plasma shape on ion temperature gradient

(ITG) driven turbulence. In Fig. 2, we show a typical case with fully developed

turbulence.

Our group is also involved in gyro-fluid studies — this involvement is sporadic

and may soon flourish again. Initially, I (the PI) had become interested in turbulence

in twisting magnetic coordinates [12]. Mike Beer, Greg Hammett and I developed

a scheme to perform gyro-fluid simulations in a twisting flux tube [13]. We are

currently interested in electromagnetic simulations of ion temperature gradient modes

in (twisting) flux tubes. One way to do electromagnetic simulations is to express the

magnetic perturbations in terms of the unperturbed magnetic coordinates [14]. This

has the advantage of simplicity but is hard to evaluate averages and derivatives along

perturbed field lines. Another way to do these electromagnetic simulations is to work

in a. moving set of magnetic coordinates. Such a set of coordinates can be defined

when the electron mass is ignored and electrons are sufficiency collisional. In many

fusion applications it is correct to treat the electrons as collisional, but the ions as

collisionless. Specifically, the electron parallel thermal conduction ~ives B - VT= + O

and the electron moment urn equation gives

V.XB _ –v(p,)
E+ –

c ne

which can be rearranged to make

E+
~xB ‘iln+Te

= –v 4-’-:
c (e )

where

VTe X B
V= V,+clnn eB2

is the “field line velocity.” From Faraday’s law, we obtain

8B

(%
—=–cVXE=VX(VXB)
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Fig. 2 A gyrokineticsimulationof lTG turbulence in DII1-D is shown. CoII&oursof e!ectrosta[icpotentialare

superimposedupon magneticflux surfaces.
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Thus, the field is “moving” with the finite velocity ~. We are formulating with Greg

Hammett a scheme to simulate electromagnetic ion temperature gradient modes in a

moving magnetic coordinate system. This is most easily done with Clebsch Coordi-

nates moving with ~. The Hammett-Perkins closure of the ion fluid equations [15]

which is used in gyro-fluid simulations involves /kllI– 1. This is efficiently evaluated in

the moving magnetic coordinates. We shall develop two versions of the scheme: one

where the ions are treated gyro-kinetically, and one gyro-fluid equations. Clearly,

this work is ongoing and will stretch into subsequent funding periods.

III. Explosive MHD

While at the Institute for Theoretical Physics in Santa Barbara in 1995, we dis-

covered an important and fascinating aspect of the nonlinear behavior of ballooning

type of modes. This mechanism may explain aspects of high /3 disruptions, edge lo-

calized modes and substorms in the magnetosphere. The basic physics was discovered

in a simple box model [16] where the field is B = B02 and the perturbations are line

typed at Z = *LZ (see Fig. 3). Without the field, the system would be “connectively

(Rayleigh-Taylor) unstable with growth rate
r

~ Field line bending stabilizes

the growth so that the linear growth rate r is given approximately by,

(1)

Flux tubes that rise expand to equalized their ~ressure with the low pressure sur-

roundings. As the tube expands, the field strength drops and, consequently, the field

line bending weakens (see Fig. 3) — i.e., VA in Eq. (1) drops. This nonlinear desta-

bilization makes stable flux tubes metastable. We performed an asymptotic analysis

of the MHD equations close to marginal stability. The vertical displacement & is

found to be of the form

where II(z) obeys a linear equation along the field line. Schematically, this equation

yields the linear dispersion relation Eq. (1). & is (properly normalized). the displace-

ment in the z = O plane and it obeys a two dimensional nonlinear equation,

(2)
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Figure 3a. The global plasma equilibrium beeomes locally (in I) marginally unstable to the line-tied interchange/

ballooning mode. The mode is eonfmed to the narrow marginally unstable region (shaded).

Figure 3b: Linear and l’?onlinear Evolution

Rising Flux Tube
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Falling Flux Tube
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Figure 3b. At marginal stability, the interchange mode’s instability drives (F&yleigh-Taylor and Parker drives) are
almost exactly balanti by the stabilizing effect of field line bending; this is true for both rising and falling flux
tubes. Nonlinearly, a rising flux tube will emtinue to rise since the stabilizing field Une bending force decreases

w tie bbe expmds to meet pe~ndieulru pressure balance requirements, Falling flux tubes are compressed, and so the
field line bending force increases.
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where 1’2 (z) is the local field line growth rate obtained from the equation for H.

al, CWand ct3 are constants dependant on H and the equilibrium. ~ is the y average

of (2. The 1’2 term is the usual ballooning growth term. The al term is the so-

called 1/n correct ion [17]. The Q2 term- represents flattening of the mean density

gradient by compressible motion and finally the cw term is the nonlinear weakening

of the field line bending. We have shown in a highly detailed analysis [18], that an

equation of identical structure to Eq. (2) occurs in general curvature and gravity

driven, ballooning type modes. Thus, results

significance. Numerical simulation of Eq. (2)

of instability as the linear stability boundary

from our analysis have a very general

yields a general scenario for the onset

is crossed in a narrow region. Initially

the instability grows in the narrow region. ‘The weakening of the field line bending

(the as term) causes the upward motion to grow explosively in narrow finger-like

structures. The nonlinear compressional term makes the mode broaden into the

linearly stable region. However, the nonlinear weakening of the field line bending

makes the linearly stable region metastable. The finger-like perturbation spreads,

progressively destabilizing the metastable region (see Fig. 4). We have termed this

scenario “detonation” because of its similarity to detonation of a chemical explosive.

Detonation may play a role in certain high ~ disruptions in tokamaks where

internal kink modes destabilize the ballooning mode [19, 20]. Observations [19] (see

Fig. 4) and simulations [20] show ballooning perturbations that look like fingers

(most of the motion is directed outwards like detonation). These fingers narrow

with time and grow explosively. It is not clear what causes the final disruption —

it may be the finger reaching the edge of the plasma. Since ballooning modes are

thought by some to play a role in Edge Localized Modes (ELMS), we intend to study

the phenomenology of ELMs to see if detonation plays a role. Sheared rotation is

considered an important ingredient of the edge plasma and we will, therefore, have

to consider its effect on detonation.

Recently, we have been examining how ion finite larmor radius effects alter the

detonation scenario. Because the fingers are narrow, these terms are important. Just

above marginal linear instability, the detonation is suppressed — this can be seen

in Fig. 5a, where we show from a variational calculation that the

potential energy at small amplitude is bounded in amplitude.

dist ante above marginal stability, the region of negative potential
. ,,,,
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Figure 4: calculated and Experimental Flux Surfaces
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Figure 4. (4a) and (4b) show the initial and asymptotic regime

flux surfaces given by the detonation seen&o. The initial

mode (4a) is ecmfiied to the linearly unstable region, but eventually

spreads nonlinearly to the previously ~.~ty stable regions.

(4b) shows the narrowing of the finger (in y) and the spread

of the mode (in x); the mode has grown by approximately

500 times.

Figure 4c. Electron cyclotron emission data taken from TFTR

bigh$ disruption data (Fredrickson et al.,Phys. Pfasmas3,2620

(1996)). The data show high-n ballooning mode precursors and the

growth of “finger’’-like structures prior to the major disruption.
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unbounded and the finger grows explosively, see Figs. 5C and 5d. This work was done

by Bryan Fong, a graduate student who will publish the results shortly.

High ~ nonlinear effects like detonation will become increasingly important in

devices like NSTX where betas of 50% may be routine. One of the pleasing aspects

of the detonation work is that, although it was developed for fusion applications, it

may be an important component of Magnetic Substorms in the magnetosphere [21].

IV. Other Work

v~hile considering the equilibrium fc.r Bob Tayiol ~ iiectric Tokamak, Omar

Hurricane has extended the analysis to make a connection between quasi-neutral

and non-neutral plasma equilibrium. This work introduces the electrostatic forces

consistently [22]. There has been a long debate about the existence of an unstable

continuum in MHD. It was shown to exist in the ballooning spectrum of stellarators

[23]. With a visiting summer student, we have given an explicit calculation of the

unstable continuum in a simple box model [24]. We show that the viscous heating

vanishes as viscosity goes to zero (unlike the stable continuum). Thus, while the

continuum exists, it is not of great physical importance. We have extended the anal-

ysis of transport in a stochastic magnetic field to include the effect of random IB I

variations along the field [25]. The random mirrors along the field inhibit parallel

transport and, therefore, inhibit the stochastic field transport. Alt bough this calcu-

lation was stimulated by ast:;physical situations. it may have application in RFP

relaxation at high D.
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Figures 5a. & 5b. ne nonlinear ballooningmode ISstabilized by the presence of ion dlamagnc[lc effects. (5a) shows [he zero

potential energy surface in the reduced finger width ( Ay), finger breadth (Ax), and amplitude (A) space The two regions of nega~l~’e

potential energy are disconnected. (5b) shows the motion in the reduced space.

F@res SC.& 5d. As the equilibrium evolves through the stability bound~, the regions of nega[ive potential energy become
connected (5c); the linearly unstable region is connected to the region of unbounded grow[h (5d) shows the trajectory of the

unbounded growth.
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